MAC'S PACK

An employee suggestion submitted by Llewellyn J. McDowell, Jr. of the Salem District Office offers a possible solution to the long standing problem of carrying survey stakes. As the sketch indicates, the only tools and materials needed are a pair of scissors and an old automobile inner tube. There are a number of ways to cut the inner tube to suit individual size and comfort. The method shown in the sketch is a basic design to start from.

The pack is also quite useful for carrying paint cans and other field equipment.

For additional copies write to Director, Portland Service Center, Box 3861, Portland, Ore, 97208
MAC'S PACK For ease of carrying in the field of loose engineering stakes or cans of paint or what have you!

You can cut circle from waste inner tube and cut as indicated or from leather, or use boot lace and lace circles to ends of tube.

Cut circle from waste inner tube and punch holes then lace to the open ends of inner tube.